Faculty/Staff Parking 2015-2016
Employee Parking Permit Tiers and Privileges

Night/Weekend Restricted Parking Areas
Most central campus parking lots—and all residence hall lots—are restricted to proper permit holders nights and weekends or at all times. The permit and time restrictions are posted at the entrance to the lot; special extended time restrictions are sometimes noted with a sun/moon sign. Please read all signs carefully.

Alternative formats of this publication are available on request to persons with disabilities who cannot use the printed format.

Transportation and Mail Services is committed to providing an environment of safety and mutual respect for pedestrians, bicyclists, and motorists.
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Available parking areas are categorized into Central, Mid, and Outer tiers.
- **Central** includes D**, J**, I, N, P**, U*, Z*
- **Mid** includes C, G, H**, R**
- **Perimeter** includes ME, O, R*, WE*

Additional areas include:
- **Parkmobile Pay-by-Cell Parking**
- **Special Event Parking**

*Work in zone and eligibility requirements must be met.
**Perimeter Student/Faculty Permit Privilege Valid in all Perimeter (green) parking lots.

For more information, visit [parking.com/cu](http://parking.com/cu).

Restrictions are sometimes noted with a sun/moon sign.